Non Vulnerable Dependency Resolution
Abstract
This publication describes a new method to resolve software package vulnerable version ranges
and dependency version constraints at the same time, such that you can obtain a resolved
software package version tree matching the blended constraints of functional and vulnerability
requirements in order to provide non-vulnerable and up-to-date software code.
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Context
Software package ecosystems define rich conventions to document package metadata and
relationships. By package ecosystems, we mean application package ecosystems such as npm for
JavaScript [9], PyPI for Python [8] or Apache Maven for Java(tm) [10]; and RPM for Fedora
[11] and openSUSE [12], or deb packages for Debian [14] and Ubuntu [15]. Within an
ecosystem, a name and version identify a software package, and dependency relationships
document which other packages are required by a package to function properly. We qualify these
dependency relationships with a single version, a version range or a complex range expression
describing intervals of acceptable package versions that work with a package.
In a similar but disconnected fashion, we track bugs and security issues that impact a package by
describing a package version, a version range or a complex range expression that are known to
be affected by and containing a fix for this bug or security issue.
Until now, these contexts have been considered as separate domains:
-

package management tools resolve the version expression of the dependent package of a
package to resolved versions in order to install the selected versions.
security tools check if resolved package versions are affected by known vulnerabilities
(even when integrated in a package management tool)

Problem
Some of the possible reasons for separate domains are:
-

The inherent complexity of each domain is large. For instance, resolving dependencies
can require a complex operational research algorithm such as boolean sat solvers. [4]

-

-

Each domain uses different data identifiers, such as name/version for packages and CPE
[5] for vulnerabilities or different notations for version ranges. Different identifiers and
conventions make automation difficult or impossible.
Each domain may use different databases, such as the NVD [6] for vulnerabilities, a
project-specific bug tracker dedicated to a package or a centralized registry of known
package versions. This makes automation even harder when combined with the problem
of different identifiers and conventions.

As a result, a typical approach typically consists of these steps:
A. Resolve a dependency tree and install the resolved package versions.
B. For each resolved dependent package version, translate the identifiers and look in a
vulnerability or bug database to determine if a version is affected by a vulnerability and
which package version fixes this vulnerability if any.
C. Update the dependency tree with these "vulnerability fixing versions".
D. Repeat from A. until you have exhausted all possibilities. Stop on conflicts if a
resolution is not possible when considering functional requirements and vulnerability
fixing versions.
This approach is complex and error prone because it involves different tools with possibly
conflicting version requirements. Also:
-

Suggesting non-vulnerable versions without consideration for the functional dependency
requirements requires re-considering each dependency separately. This is a waste of time
and effort as the non-vulnerable suggestion may not satisfy the functional constraints.
Stated otherwise, the result may be a non-vulnerable package tree where packages do not
work together and do not satisfy functional requirements, e.g., this results in potentially
non-functional software.

-

Performing a vulnerability lookup on a pre-resolved dependency tree does not help either,
and may also require resolving dependencies again, then looking up vulnerabilities and
dependencies again, and .... until you have a working resolution.

Solution
We propose a new method and process to resolve software package vulnerable version ranges
and dependency version constraints at one time.
The obvious benefit is that you get both at once: non-vulnerable code and up-to-date code, and
this is something that is not currently done by software package managers nor by security check
tools.
The outcome of this new process is a resolved software package version tree matching the
blended constraints of functional and vulnerability requirements providing both non-vulnerable
and up-to-date software packages.

Solution Elements
The key elements of this new solution are:
- The ability to collect, parse and normalize package identifiers from the package and
dependency manifests, vulnerability databases and bug reports, and to translate these identifiers
in a unified identification scheme such as purl (Package URLs [1]).
- The ability to collect, parse and normalize package identifiers (such as Package URLs) from the
package and dependency manifests, and to translate these version ranges in a unified syntax such
as vers (VErsion Range Specification) [7] and provide a unified version comparison and version
range combination.
- The ability to combine version range expressions collected from package dependency
constraints and from vulnerability-affected ranges in a single logical range covering all the
constraints starting from the set of functional version constraints and adding the version ranges
affected by vulnerabilities as excluded and the fixed ranges as included.
- The ability to look up all known versions of a package, typically using a combination of the
APIs of the ecosystem's package registry and parsing package manifests, lockfiles and archives.
- The ability to look up all known affected and fixed versions for each vulnerability of a package
(if any), typically using various APIs and databases (and in some cases the APIs of the
ecosystem's package registry such as with PyPI [8]).
- The ability to resolve the resulting and arbitrarily complex combined dependency and
affected/fixed constraints to a set of actual package versions that satisfy all these version
constraints. This implies a dependency resolver (eg. python-inspector[13], a basic resolver for
pypi) and implementations of version comparison and version intersections. The dependency
resolver tool must support the combination of version ranges from multiple sources as opposed
to a single source of known package versions like package managers typically do (e.g., they only
look up lists of known package versions from a central database and only consider functional
dependency constraints).

Process Description
The process would go through these typical steps (not necessarily in this order and possibly
multiple times):
1) Given an input software package, collect its direct functional dependency requirements
from its manifests and/or lockfiles. Optionally parse these requirements to normalize
them as a Package URLs [1] and a Version Range Specs [7].
2) Fetch the known package versions set from the ecosystem package registry.
3) Collect known affected package versions ranges and fixed ranges from a vulnerability
database or service using the identifiers from 1).
4) Combine the version ranges of each dependency of 1) and 3) in a single new version
range and these for each dependent package.

5) Feed the combined ranges from 4) as input to the dependency resolver. Obtain resolved
dependencies that satisfies both constraints. The resolver may further request additional
versions and ranges using the processes from 1) to 4) when new dependent packages are
collected during the resolution process.
6) Obtain and output the results of the combined resolution of 5). Report conflicts and
optionally suggest conflict resolutions.

Output
The output of this new process is a resolved package dependency tree with versions that satisfy
both functional and vulnerability or bug constraints in a single resolution pass. When there is a
conflict, e.g., when there is no possible solution possible where all the selected versions would
satisfy both functional and vulnerability constraints, the process is to report in details the data
that are responsible for the conflict and suggestions to resolve the conflicts such as relaxing or
updating functional constraints so that the resolution completes and offers a non-vulnerable
solution.
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